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Abstract

The goal of this paper is to determine the parameters that control the aggregation efficiency and the growth rate of volcanic

particles within the eruption column. Numerical experiments are performed with the plume model ATHAM (Active Tracer High

resolution Atmospheric Model). In this study we employ the parameterizations described in a companion paper (this issue). The

presence of hydrometeors promotes the aggregation of ash particles, which strongly increases their fall velocities and thus their

environmental impact. The tephra mass is about two orders of magnitude greater than that of hydrometeors during typical Plinian

eruptions without interaction of external water. Ice is highly dominant in comparison to liquid water (N99% by mass). This is

caused by the fast column rise (N100 m s�1 on average) to very cold altitudes. Most particles occur in the form of frozen

aggregates with low ice content.

The collection efficiency is governed by the availability of hydrometeors acting as adhesives at the particlesT surface in our

study, and wet ash particles have a higher sticking capacity than icy ones. Therefore, aggregation is fastest during the eruption

within the column when limited regions of liquid water exist and when particle concentrations are very high (of the order of 105

cm�3). Increased humidity in the background atmosphere generally leads to enhanced ice formation, but shows only a weak

influence on the aggregation process. First sensitivity studies showed, however, a significant increase of the liquid water fraction

when considering salinity effects. The availability of water or ice at the particles’ surfaces is also governed by the surface

properties, the porosity and permeability of ash, which are not well established to date. Particle growth is significantly enhanced for

greater differences in the sizes and fall velocities among particles, as gravitational capture becomes more efficient. Our experiments

indicate a major influence of the erupted particle size distribution. First sensitivity studies show that electrostatic forces result in a

significant enhancement of aggregated particles.

The present exploratory study provides new insights into the sensitivity of the ash aggregation process to a number of key

parameters. Our results indicate the need of further constraining particle composition, size, porosity, permeability, and surface
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properties at low temperatures by in situ observations in the laboratory and in the field. In addition further research on electrostatic

aggregation would be desirable.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This paper continues our study on ash aggregation

efficiency. In Paper I (Textor et al., 2005—this issue) we

have discussed the importance of ash aggregation for the

eruption column development. Information on the ge-

ometry, dynamics and thermodynamics, and on the prop-

erties and the fate of volcanic particles in the eruption

column have been provided. Paper I focuses on the

description of the parameterizations of ash aggregation

in the plume model ATHAM (Oberhuber et al., 1998;

Graf et al., 1999; Herzog et al., 2003; Textor et al.,

2003a). The objective of this second part of our study

(Paper II) is to determine the parameters that control the

aggregation efficiency and the growth rate of volcanic

particles within the eruption column through numerical

experiments with the ATHAM model. We apply the

parameterizations described in Paper I, and present a

number of sensitivity studies where we test the influence

of individual parameters on ash aggregation efficiency.

After a short introduction of the ATHAM model and

its setup for this study in Sections 2 and 3, we describe

the results from the numerical simulations. In Section

4.1 we explain the reference experiment REF, and

present the general characteristics of tephra, hydrome-

teors, and the particle properties in the eruption cloud.

We show the importance of considering ash aggregation

processes when we compare the results of a simulation

without aggregation to the REF simulation in Section

4.2. The importance of salinity effects is discussed in

Section 4.3. The effect of particle morphology is inves-

tigated in Section 4.4 where we modify the collection

efficiency. The impact of electrostatic forces and that of

the initial particle size distribution are examined in

Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Finally, in Section

4.7, we present simulations for different atmospheric

background conditions.

For definitions of the indices, variables and terms

used throughout this study see Table 1 in Paper I.

2. Plume model ATHAM

We perform numerical experiments with the non-

hydrostatic, non-steady plume model ATHAM, which

is designed to simulate the dispersal of an eruption
column resulting from an explosive volcanic event.

The numerical experiments begin just after the earliest

mixing of the erupting gas-particle-mixture with ambi-

ent air, when the flow adjustment to atmospheric pres-

sure has already taken place, see Section 3 of Paper I.

The high-pressure regime in the conduit and at the vent,

the shock-like expansion of the erupting mixture, and

the small scale processes including potential particle

aggregation in the vicinity of the crater are not resolved

in the concept of ATHAM. We focus on processes in

the eruption column during eruption and shortly after-

wards, in the range of some tens of meters to some tens

of kilometers. The simulation time is some hours, cov-

ering spatial scales of some hundreds of kilometers.

ATHAM predicts the temporal and spatial eruption

column development; the only prescribed quantities

are the parameters of the volcanic eruption and the

conditions in the ambient atmosphere. The input of

volcanic material during the eruption is specified by

the vertical velocity, temperature and composition of

the ejecta at several grid points representing the base of

the pressure-adjusted eruption column. The full set of

Navier–Stokes equations is solved for volume mean

quantities using a finite difference method with an

implicit time step scheme on a regular grid. The

model formulations do not vary with the distance

from the vent: the same set of equations for the dynam-

ics, thermodynamics and microphysics is calculated at

each grid point at every time step. ATHAM has been

successfully used to simulate the evolution of a volca-

nic cloud in the atmosphere (Oberhuber et al., 1998;

Herzog et al., 1998, 2003; Graf et al., 1999; Textor et

al., 2003a,b). In addition, it has been used for the

simulation of biomass burning events (Trentmann et

al., 2002, 2003). In this study the following processes

are accounted for:

The dynamics module solves the Navier–Stokes

equations for the gas-particle-mixture and treats the

transport of active tracers including particle sedimenta-

tion.(Oberhuber et al., 1998; Herzog et al., 1998).

The turbulence closure scheme delivers the turbulent

exchange coefficients for each dynamic quantity, there-

by also describing the entrainment of ambient air into

the eruption column (Herzog et al., 1998, 2003; Ober-

huber et al., 1998).
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The cloud microphysics module describes conden-

sation of water vapor and formation of precipitation. All

phases of water are included: vapor, liquid and solid.

The feedback of the thermal energy changes on the

dynamics is accounted for. A simplified parameteriza-

tion allows for the consideration of the salinity effects

from dissolved gases on the thermodynamical proper-

ties of hydrometeors in sensitivity studies (Textor et al.,

2003a).

The ash microphysics module describes particle

growth and coagulation based on microphysical inter-

actions between hydrometeors and ash (Paper I). A

simplified parameterization of the influence of electro-

static forces on ash aggregation is included for sensi-

tivity studies.

The gas scavenging module describes the scaveng-

ing of volcanic gases by liquid and frozen particles, and

the chemical dissociation of the solutes in water (Textor

et al., 2003a,b).

3. Model setup

We do not try to simulate a specific eruption, but

choose conditions typical for highly explosive events.

In addition, we focus on the fate of the fine particle

fraction: Firstly, because it dominates the particle

mass in the atmosphere (Sparks et al., 1997); second-

ly, because only fine ash is relevant in the assessment

of mesoscale effects from an eruption; thirdly it dom-

inates the injection of solid material into the strato-

sphere. The axis-symmetric version of ATHAM is

employed here, for the sake of saving computer mem-

ory and time. The dilution of the mixture by entrain-

ment of surrounding air corresponds to a three

dimensional simulation with an atmosphere initially

at rest (Herzog et al., 2003). The effects of a mean

lateral wind are not considered; the flow pattern in the

atmosphere is only influenced by the eruption column.

The results from our experiments are suitable to in-

vestigate the fundamental features of a volcanic erup-

tion column.

The experiments are performed on a stretched grid

with 150�80 points. The model domain is 300 km in

the horizontal and 50 km in the vertical direction. In the

center of the model domain, where the volcano is

situated, we use a spatial resolution of 250 m in the

horizontal and 300 m in the vertical, at the lateral

boundaries the horizontal resolution is about 5 km.

This grid choice allows for the eruption column dis-

persal without disturbances from the model boundaries

over our simulation time of 90 min. We choose typical

volcanic conditions at the eruption column base for a
Plinian eruption. The initial conditions at the base of the

eruption column summarized hereafter are the same for

all experiments performed in this study.

Plume base height 750 m above sea level;

Eruption column base radius rad=375 m;

Vertical velocity wb=400 m s�1;

Temperature T=1100 K;

Gas mass fraction qe=7.34 wt.%;

Water vapor fraction of gas about qv=82 wt.%;

Particle mass fraction qax=92.66 wt.%;

Ash particle density qax=1800 kg m�3;

Density of the gas-particle-mixture qmix~2.6 kg m
�3;

Mass eruption rate Ṁ~4.5 108 kg s�1.

The density of volcanic juvenile particles is highly

variable (see also Section 3 in Paper I), in our experi-

ments we choose for illustration purposes an interme-

diate value. The temperature of the erupted mixture

does not significantly change during expansion until

pressure-adjustment, because of the high concentra-

tion of particles which have a large heat capacity.

Thus, we can use temperature data obtained from

thermo-chemical calculations to initialize the model

(for references see Sparks et al. (1997). We neglect

the topography of the volcanic crater and use a flat

surface, because the ATHAM simulations start after

adjustment to ambient pressure some hundreds of

meters above the crater. The vertical velocity at the

eruption column base wb is set to twice the speed of

sound of the mixture cs, see Section 3 in Paper I:

wb ¼ 2cs ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cp;e

cv;e
cp;e � cv;e
� �

T qe

r
ð1Þ

cp and cv are the specific heat capacities of the gases at

constant pressure and volume, respectively. q is the

mass mixing ratio and T the temperature. The index e

refers to the gas phase. Using the specific heat capacities

for air and water vapor, we get for the speed of sound of

the mixture cs=210 m s�1, and set for the initial vertical

velocity we wb=400 m s�1. Within the first 60 s, the

eruption velocity is increased to its maximum value. It is

kept constant for the following 27 min and then reduced

to zero during the last 3 min of the eruption. We con-

tinue the experiment for an additional 60 min in order to

investigate the post-eruptive development of the erup-

tion cloud.

The density of the gas-particle mixture qmix is

obtained from the volume ratio of particles and gas:

qmix ¼
qe þ qax

qe=qe þ qax=qax

ð2Þ



Fig. 2. Atmospheric profiles for temperature and relative humidity in

the REF experiment taken from McClatchey et al., 1972. The ground

level at 750 m and the tropopause at 17 km are indicated by horizonta

lines.
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with q indicating the mass mixing ratios and the

indices ax and e referring to ash and gas, respec-

tively. The gas density is taken from the ideal gas

law.

We choose a mass eruption rate Ṁ typical for a

highly explosive event (e.g., Sparks et al., 1997). The

radius at the base, rad, of the pressure-adjusted eruption

column is then calculated from rearranging the follow-

ing equation:

ṀM ¼ 2p radqmixwb: ð3Þ

With Ṁg4.5 d 108 kg s�1 and wb=400 m s�1 we

get an eruption column base radius of rad=375 m.

The particle size distribution (see also Section 3 in

Paper I) for the REF experiment has been chosen

similar to that of the eruption of Mt. St. Helens

(1980) (MSH). The estimated total ash size distribu-

tions are illustrated in Fig. 1. The thin solid line shows

the log-normal distribution given in Woods and Bursik

(1991) (WB). The thick solid line presents the particle

size data of Carey and Sigurdsson (1982) (CS), which

were obtained by directly sampling the deposited ash.

The CS data are shown as mass per size interval versus

constant size intervals (Dr =1 Am). This is different

from the original presentation where non-constant

phi-classes were used as size intervals, see CS for

details. The bimodal structure of the particle distribu-

tion, which was also observed at other volcanoes (for

references see Sparks et al., 1997), is much less pro-

nounced in our presentation where phi-class-intervals
Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of the MSH ash. The data of CS (thick

solid line) and log-normal distribution given by WB (thin solid line)

are shown. The two gamma distributions (dashed and dotted lines)

represent the particle size distributions of the two modes of erupted

ash in ATHAM.
l

were used. The CS data neither include the smallest

particles which were transported further away, nor the

largest which fell within 50 km of the crater. This

explains the absence of smaller particles in the CS

data when compared to those of WB.

We employ two particle modes, which are described

by gamma functions as explained in Section 4.2 in

Paper I, to represent the CS data. The radii of average

mass of the two particle modes are r̄ac=2.5 Am and

r̄ap=50 Am, respectively, with the latter contributing

60% to the total erupted ash mass. These functions are

also shown in Fig. 1. The skewness parameters of the

gamma distributions are both set to m=1. Our size

distribution is characterized by a more pronounced

bimodality than the CS data, in order to investigate

the effect of contrasting particle sizes within the sim-

plified modal approach used in ATHAM, see Section 4

in Paper I. Furthermore, the bimodality could be attrib-

uted to early electrostatic aggregation within and close

to the vent, which is not captured in our simulation. In a

sensitivity study discussed in Section 4.6, we approxi-

mate data of the particle distribution of Askja D as an

example for a Plinian eruption in order to examine the

effect of the initial particles size distribution on ash

aggregation.

The fate of volcanic gases (SO2, HCl, HBr, and H2S)

in the eruption column was are examined in a previous

paper (Textor et al., 2003a). The effect of dissolved

volcanic species on the thermodynamic properties of

water and ice (salinity effects), are represented by the

concentration of dissolved volcanic gases.

In the reference experiment the ambient conditions

for pressure, temperature and humidity correspond to

standard atmospheric profiles for the subtropics taken

from McClatchey et al. (1972), with the tropopause at

about 17 km as shown in Fig. 2. The ambient condi-

tions are modified in the sensitivity studies discussed in

Section 4.7.



ig. 4. Fraction of ash (x–z distribution) in hydrometeor–ash aggre-

ates shown for the REF experiment after 30 min. The scale give the

ercentage of ash in relation to the total aggregate mass.

ig. 3. Eruption cloud (x–z distribution) of particles (hydrometeors,

sh, and aggregates) shown for the REF experiment after 30 min. The

cale gives mass mixing ratio in [g kg�1 tot.mass].

Table 1

List of numerical experiments performed within the study

Name Modification with respect to the experiment REF

REF Reference experiment

SALT Consideration of salinity effects (Textor et al., 2003a)

NICE Ice nucleation only at T b�15 8C
NBAC Nucleation only on ash

AULA Autoconversion in large cold category neglected

DRY No ash aggregation

POR1 Collection efficiency of aggregates fPOR1
POR2 Collection efficiency of aggregates fPOR2
LIN1 Collection efficiency of aggregates fLIN1
LIN2 Collection efficiency of aggregates fLIN2
EICE Collection efficiency of frozen particles EICE

ELS1 Collection efficiency of dry ash fELS1
ELS2 Collection efficiency of dry ash fELS2
ELS3 Collection efficiency of dry ash fELS3
ELS4 Collection efficiency of dry ash fELS4
ELS5 Collection efficiency of dry ash fELS5
ASK Initial particle size distribution modified

SAS Background atmosphere: sub arctic summer

SAW Background atmosphere: sub arctic winter

MLS Background atmosphere: midlatitude summer

MLW Background atmosphere: midlatitude winter

STH Background atmosphere: subtropical hot

STW Background atmosphere: subtropical wet

TRO Background atmosphere: tropical
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A set of numerical experiments has been performed

in this study. An overview of all experiments is given in

Table 1.

4. Results

4.1. General characteristics of the eruption column in

the reference experiment

In the REF experiment, the eruption column first

penetrates the tropopause at 17 km about 5 min after the

eruption starts. The average vertical velocity in the core

of the column is greater than 100 m s�1. The distribu-

tion of particles (hydrometeors, ash and aggregates) in

the eruption column 30 min after the eruption onset is

shown in Fig. 3.

The eruption column flow starts to diverge at about

15 km. The height of neutral buoyancy (HNB) is at

about 23 km, 6 km above the tropopause. Above the

central rising zone, overshooting by about 10 km

occurs. The diameter of the umbrella cloud is about

150 km. The ash mass mixing ratio is several hundreds

of g kg�1 in the central column and about 100 g kg�1 in

the umbrella region. The particle concentrations within

the eruption column are of the order of 105 cm�3 and

101 cm�3 for small and large particles, respectively. The

mass of hydrometeors accounts only for a few percent
F

a

s

of the total particle mass in the eruption column after

30 min. Hence, aggregates are rather dry with hydro-

meteor fractions typically smaller than 10% by mass,

see Fig. 4. Relatively ice-rich aggregates consisting of

up to 25% ice by mass are formed by water vapor

deposition on small particles at the HNB.

Fig. 5 depicts the vertical distribution, i.e., the hor-

izontal integral of particles at each height level, at

different times during the course of the simulation.

The lower broad peak in the profiles indicates larger

particles. These are aggregates that move downwards

with time from the HNB at 623 km to about 5 km

after 90 min (i.e., one hour after the eruption end)

forming a deep fallout zone.

The large particles initially contribute 60 wt.% of the

ash erupted at the vent in this experiment. Aggregation

transfers an additional 30% of the small ash to the

larger size classes, see also Figs 13,16, and 22. The

overall aggregation rate is highest at the beginning of

the eruption, when all particles occur within the rising
F

g

p



Fig. 6. Mean volume radii in the large particle mode (x–z distribution

at locations with mass mixing ratios N5 g kg�1. Shown at 30, 60, and

90 min for the REF experiment. The threshold in mass mixing ration

leads to the irregular pattern in these figures.

Fig. 5. Vertical distributions of particles in the REF experiment at 5,

10, 30, 60, and 90 min. Shown is the horizontal integral per height

level in [kg m�1] of the sum of the masses of hydrometeors, ash, and

aggregates. The plume base level at 750 m and the tropopause at 17

km are indicated by horizontal lines.
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eruption column, where the particle concentration is

extremely high and where some liquid water exists,

see below. When the particles reach the HNB after

about 5 min, the aggregation rate decreases, because

the particle concentration decreases by about one order

of magnitude. In addition, the collection efficiency

decreases with decreasing temperatures. The aggrega-

tion rate increases for a short time after the eruption

end, due to transient formation of liquid water in the

central region of high particle density during gravita-

tional fall-back over the vent region. After 40 min,

aggregation is not very efficient any more, because of

increasing dilution in the eruption cloud and decreasing

availability of liquid water. The radii of average mass in

the large particle classes are displayed in Fig. 6 a–c at

30, 60 and 90 min, respectively.We show either the

liquid or the frozen class, whichever has the higher

mass mixing ratio. The displayed radii refer to particles

consisting of pure hydrometeor, pure volcanic ash or

mixed hydrometeor–ash aggregates. Please note, that it

is not possible for pure hydrometeors and ash particles

to coexist in the same place in our model formulation

(see Section 4 in Paper I).

Particle growth continues during lateral transport in

the umbrella cloud. Thus, the biggest particles with

mean volume radii larger than 100 Am can be found

at the edges of the eruption column. The mean

particlesT terminal fall velocities increase with height

from 3 to 7 m s�1 due to the decrease of friction at

greater altitudes.With an average fall velocity of 4 m

s�1 these particles need about 90 min to fall from the

umbrella cloud to the ground.
The narrower stationary peak in Fig. 5 at HNB stems

from small particles (about 2.5 Am in radius), that are

suspended within the umbrella region. After 90 min,

this cloud has a horizontal extent of more than 250 km,

and contains 13% by mass of the erupted ash. The

possibility of gravitational separation between the

coarse ash fraction on the one hand and the finest

ash, and gases, on the other hand, was suggested by,

e.g., Lane and Gilbert (1992), Miura et al. (1996), and

Holasek et al. (1996). Many examples of this phenom-
)



Fig. 7. Eruption cloud (x–z distributions) of all hydrometeors (mass mixing ratio in [g kg�1]) (left panel). Related vertical distributions of each

hydrometeor class (horizontal integral in mass per height level in [kg m�1]). The plume base level at 750 m and the tropopause at 17 km are

indicated by horizontal lines (right panel). Shown for the REF experiment after 30 min.
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enon observed on satellite imagery have now been

reported. For the 1982 El Chichón eruptions, Schneider

et al. (1999) documented a spectacular case.

The cloud condensation level in the rising eruption

column is at elevated altitudes in the tropopause region.

The clouds of total condensed hydrometeors (liquid

water plus ice) after 30 and 90 min, as well as the

related vertical distributions for each hydrometeor class

are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

Liquid phase microphysics is negligible in our sim-

ulation; the greatest fraction of the hydrometeors in the

eruption cloud is taking the form of ice (N99% by mass

after 30 min). This simulated prevalence of ice is

supported by observations as discussed in Paper I.

See however also our sensitivity experiments on the

salinity effects in Section 4.3. The fast column rise
Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but after 90 min (60 min after the end of the eruption

about 250 km.
causes temperatures too low for even supercooled

water to exist. The temperature field at 30 min of

eruption is shown in Fig. 9.

Extreme horizontal temperature gradients occur both

in the horizontal across the eruption column (from

several hundreds of degrees Celsius in the center to

ambient temperatures at the column edge) and in the

vertical. At about 15 km height the core temperatures

become lower than 100 8C. Some water, encircled by a

hydrometeor-free region, occurs in the center of the

eruption column above the flow divergence zone, see

Fig. 7. This region is, however, decoupled from the

rising column, the dynamical conditions are non-

steady, and the stream pattern highly turbulent. The

condensed water existing in this region stems from an

earlier phase of the eruption before divergent flow of
). The horizontal extent of the hydrometeor cloud in the stratosphere is



Fig. 9. Temperature in the eruption cloud (x–z distribution), shown for

the REF experiment after 30 min. The scale gives temperature in [8C].
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the column occurred. Rising water vapor condenses at

the fringes of the rising eruption column at about 17

km height. Liquid water persists up to about 25 km

within a narrow horizontal band of a few kilometers far

enough from the hot core of the column, but where the

temperature is still above freezing. The vertical velocity

in this region is higher than 150 m s�1. Thus, particles

are in contact with water for a period shorter than one

minute. At the beginning of the eruption, more than

95% of the ice is in the small particle class. Water

vapor deposition in the rising eruption column occurs

primarily on small particles, which provide most of the

ash surface. Small particles grow by aggregation, thus

transferring the ice with them to the larger particle

class. From 10 min of eruption onwards, the larger

class of settling ice-ash aggregates contains about half

of the ice in the eruption column. The low relative

humidity in the lower troposphere in our scenario (see

Fig. 2), causes sublimation of ice above the melting

level (65 km). Below an altitude of approximately

8 km, liquid water and ice are almost entirely evapo-

rated, see Fig. 8, and almost no rain reaches the ground

(even when considering salinity effects, see Section

4.3). Thus, in the deposit of an eruption under the

conditions investigated here, no hydrometeors would

be detected, although they play a significant role during

the evolution in the eruption column.

We tested the influence of decreased ice nucleation

capacity in a sensitivity experiment tagged NICE,

where we allowed the sublimation of water only for

temperatures lower then �15.8C. See also the discus-

sion in Section 3 of Paper I on ice nucleation capacity

of volcanic ash. The simulation results are unaffected

because of the fast reduction of temperatures well

below �15.8C in the rising eruption column, see Fig.

9. We conclude that the microphysics is not very sen-

sitive to changes in ice nucleation capacity with tem-
perature. Another sensitivity study called NBAC

neglecting nucleation of frozen and liquid hydrome-

teors on non-volcanic particles in the background at-

mosphere (see Section 4.5 in Paper I) also produced

little change our findings. We also examined the effect

of neglecting intra-modal aggregation (autoconversion)

of large cold particles (see Section 4.6.2 in Paper I) in a

sensitivity study AULA. The amount of ash in the

stratosphere is not changed when compared to the

experiment REF, but the altitude of the tropospheric

fallout zone is about 3 km higher, because the aggre-

gates are smaller. Our experiment did not show a

significant effect of intra-modal aggregation of large

cold particles on the eruption column development

during the first hour after eruption, however, more

detailed experimental information on the aggregation

of frozen icy ash is needed to validate this finding.

Observations of the ash deposits show millimeter-

sized volcanic aggregates as reported in, e.g., Sparks et

al. (1997). In our experiments, aggregates do not reach

this size. In the following sections we investigate, under

which conditions particle growth is more pronounced,

and what factors control the aggregation efficiency.

4.2. Neglecting ash particle aggregation

The relevance of ash particle aggregation is investi-

gated in this section. We compare the REF study with

an experiment tagged DRY, in which we completely

neglect interactions between ash particles and hydro-

meteors. Here, water vapor deposition on ash, and

aggregation of coated particles is not considered. Ash

is transported in the model, but does not take part in any

microphysical process. The parameterizations presented

in Paper I are applied only to pure hydrometeors. Fig.

10 depicts the vertical ash distributions at different

times during the simulation. See also Fig. 5 for com-

parison with the REF experiment (note that the x-range

is twice as large in DRY).

The evolution of two ash layers caused by the

separation of the fine ash fraction, suspended at HNB,

from the settling coarse particles is also visible, but

sedimentation of the latter is much slower. At 90 min

simulation time, the lower boundary of the settling

layer, consisting of 50 Am particles, reaches a height

of 610 km, whereas the larger aggregates in the

experiment REF already reach the ground. In the

DRY experiment, a larger mass fraction of erupted

ash of about 40% remains above the tropopause, in

contrast to about 13% in the REF study. Fig. 11

shows the mass fractions of erupted ash above a certain

height at 90 min simulation time. Our experiments



Fig. 11. Mass fractions of erupted ash above a certain height at 90 min

simulation time. The plume base level at 750 m and the tropopause at

17 km are indicated by horizontal lines. Shown for the sensitivity

experiment DRY without particle aggregation.
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show that the consideration of aggregation significantly

influences the deposition behavior of volcanic ash, and

its injection and residence time in the stratosphere.

4.3. Salinity effects

We examined the influence of salinity effects on the

amount of condensed water and ice through numerical

experiments tagged SALT. In a volcanic eruption col-

umn, hydrometeors contain dissolved gases and salts of

unknown qualities and quantities, see for example

Mackinnon et al. (1984), or Smith et al. (1982).

Given the major uncertainties of the hydrometeor com-

position and the concentrations of multicomponent

solutions it is not reasonable to apply a comprehensive

thermodynamic model to simulate salinity effects. We

therefore employ a highly simplified parameterization

in order to assess a potential importance of this process.

We approximate the salt concentration by that of dis-

solved volcanic gases, which ranges from 1 to 10 mol

per kg H2O in the experiment in REF. We employ

simple functions reflecting non-ideal effects that en-

hance salinity effects on hydrometeors’ thermodynamic

properties. For a description of the parameterization of

the salinity, see Textor et al. (2003a).

In the numerical experiments including the salinity

effects, the mass of total hydrometeors increases by at

most 10%. The liquid water mass increases consider-

ably up to about 20% of the total hydrometeor mass

during the eruption, but decreases quickly thereafter.

The presence of liquid water during the eruption accel-
Fig. 10. Vertical distributions of ash particles at t =5, 10, 30, 60 and

90 min, shown for the experiment DRY. The plume base level at 750

m and the tropopause at 17 km are indicated by horizontal lines. The

scale gives [kg m�1].
erates the aggregation process. However, at the end of

the simulations the amount of aggregated particles is

not significantly changed when compared to the REF

experiment. The sizes and fall velocities of the aggre-

gates generally increase with increasing availability of

liquid water in the different experiments. Our simple

experiments indicate a strong impact of salinity effects

on the volcanic ash aggregation, but more detailed

experiments with more comprehensive parameteriza-

tions are necessary. These are however outside the

scope of this study.

4.4. Modification of the collection efficiency

The sensitivity of ash aggregation to variations of

the collection coefficient E is the subject of this section.

See also Section 4.7 of Paper I for the description of the

representation of the collection efficiency in our ap-

proach. We keep the ambient and volcanic conditions as

in the REF experiment, but modify the functions f (see

Eq. (37) in Paper I) that reflect the availability of

hydrometeors at the particle surfaces as given below

in Eq. (4) and illustrated in Fig. 12. We employ simple

parameterizations, which should cover the range of

possible values, while certainly awaiting experimental

validation. � is the relevant mass ratio of hydrometeor

and ash, see Eq. (38) in Paper I.

fREF �ð Þ ¼ �

fPOR1 �ð Þ ¼ 0:5d tanh 3p �� 0:66ð Þð Þ þ 0:5

fPOR2 �ð Þ ¼ 0:4d arctan 2p �� 0:5ð Þð Þ þ 0:5

fLIN1 �ð Þ ¼ 2d �

fLIN2 ¼ 10d � ð4Þ



Fig. 12. Functions f given in Eq. (4), which modify the collection

efficiencies, versus the hydrometeor fraction given in Eq. (4).
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In the study REF, the efficiency is linearly dependent

on the hydrometeor fraction of the colliding particles.

For hydrometeor fractions larger than 50% the values

for pure hydrometeors are applied. In the experiments

LIN1 and LIN2 we consider the possibility that less

water or ice is sufficient to completely cover the ash

core, and we presume hydrometeor fractions of 33%

and about 10%, respectively. For an ash particle of 50

Am in radius this is equivalent to a hydrometeor layer of

DrREF=20.0 Am, DrLIN1=10 Am, and DrLIN2=5 Am in

the three experiments, respectively. In the experiments

POR1 and POR2, the effect of aggregate porosity is

examined, and the onset of collection is delayed until

higher water fractions are available.

Fig. 13 shows the fraction of particles in the larger

size classes during the course of the experiments. Our

simulations reveal a high dependency of the fraction of
Fig. 13. Mass fractions of particles in the larger size classes during the

course of the experiments. The vertical line at 30 min indicates the

end of the eruption. Shown for the sensitivity studies regarding the

sticking coefficient conditions.
aggregated particles on the collection efficiency. In the

experiment POR2, particle growth is nearly suppressed,

because the hydrometeor fraction in the aggregates is in

general lower than 10%, see Section 4.1, whereas col-

lection only becomes efficient for hydrometeor frac-

tions larger than 40%, see Fig. 12. The aggregation

rate is also slower in the experiment POR1, where the

fraction of particles in the larger class is less than half of

that in the REF experiment. In the experiments LIN1

and LIN2, the fractions of large ash aggregates are

increased, especially in the experiment LIN2, where

particle growth is so efficient that millimeter-sized par-

ticles are formed. In this latter experiment, aggregates

reach the ground about 10 min after the end of the

eruption. This removal of large particles from the at-

mosphere causes the apparent decrease in the fraction

of large particles in Fig. 13.

All eruption columns reach the same HNB at 623

km as in the REF experiment. However, the subsequent

fate of ash in the atmosphere is quite different. Fig. 14

shows the mass fractions of erupted ash above a certain

height at 90 min simulation time. The amount of small

particles suspended at HNB increases with decreasing

aggregation efficiency (POR1NPOR2NREFNLIN1N

LIN2), because fewer small particles are contained in

settling aggregates. Increasing collection efficiencies

lead at the same time to a decrease in the altitudes of

the lower edges of the settling ash layers. In the exper-

iment POR1, ash aggregation is more reduced than in

POR2, and consequently the stratospheric cloud in the

former contains more than 40% of the erupted ash,

whereas the latter contains only about 30%, see Fig.

14. However, the lower boundaries of the fallout zones

for these two experiments occur both at a height of

about 5 km at the end of our simulation. In POR2, a

larger fraction of particles is contained in aggregates,
Fig. 14. Mass fractions of erupted ash above a certain height at 90 min

simulation time. The plume base level at 750 m and the tropopause a

17 km are indicated by horizontal lines. Shown for the sensitivity

experiments about the collection efficiency.
t
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and thus removed from the stratosphere. However, the

size of these aggregates, i.e., their fall velocities, is not

much larger than in POR1. This result reflects the non-

linearity of the ash growth process.

The HNB is lifted during the course of our experi-

ments, as shown in Fig. 15. This post-eruptive rise of

the umbrella cloud becomes increasingly evident with

increasing separation of larger aggregates from fine ash

(and volcanic gases), because sedimentation reduces the

density of the remaining umbrella cloud in the strato-

sphere. Separation develops at an enhanced rate once

the volcanic cloud is no longer fed from below, i.e.,

when gravitational fall-back over the vent occurs. Grav-

itational separation appears to be strongly enhanced by

ash aggregation, and by ice growth on ash.

The impact of the collection efficiency of frozen

particles on aggregate growth is explored in an addi-

tional sensitivity study. In the experiment REF, we

apply the aggregation coefficient for ice particles

based on Lin et al. (1983) see Eq. (36) of Paper I.

This formulation is applicable to meteorological clouds,

but has not been verified for icy ash particles at high

altitudes. In an experiment tagged EICE we employ the

collection efficiency used in Murakami (1990), which

neglects the temperature dependence. The collection

efficiencies were modified in all processes, for which

two frozen classes interact:

Eice ¼ 0:1: ð5Þ

The aggregation coefficient of frozen particles in

EICE is larger than that in the REF experiment at all

temperatures T below �46 8C. The efficiencies given

in Eq. (5) hold for pure ice particles. For mixed ice–ash

particles, they are modified as in the REF experiment

using the function fREF given in Eq. (4). Fig. 13 shows
Fig. 15. Height of neutral buoyancy (indicated by the mass weighted

mean height of the eruption clouds of the small ash particles) during

the course of the simulations for the experiments about the collection

efficiency.
that the scavenging of small particles is less efficient in

the experiment EICE than in REF. The contribution of

large particles to the total ash mass decreases from

about 92% to 87%. As a consequence of diminished

particle growth, sedimentation is reduced and the par-

ticle residence time in the atmosphere is increased, see

Figs. 14 and 15.

Because of the current lack of in situ observations,

the dependence of the collection efficient E on the

availability of hydrometeors at the particleTs surface is

represented by coarse estimations in this study. In all

likelihood, these do not exactly reflect the real depen-

dencies, but should span the range of possible

values.We have illustrated here the relevance of having

detailed information on the particle morphology, which

determines the collection efficiency of the wet and icy

aggregation process.

4.5. Electrostatic forces

Within the concept of ATHAM it is impossible at the

moment to explicitly simulate the effects of electrostatic

forces on ash aggregation, because we do not calculate

electric fields. We performed however a series of sim-

plified experiments. We modified the collection effi-

ciencies in the equations for autoconversion, given in

Section 4.6.2 of Paper I. In five studies called ELS*, we

set the following collection efficiencies: fELS1=0.50,

fELS2=0.25, fELS3=0.10, fELS4=0.05, and fELS5=0.01,

respectively. In order to test the principal influence of

electrostatic forces with the highly simplified parame-

terization in our study, we invoke this process only for

small particles in the absence of water, where the

process is most significant, see also Sections 3, 4.7,

and 5 of Paper I. At locations where hydrometeors

occur simultaneously with ash particles, our usual para-

meterizations for the wet or icy aggregation processes

are active, and electrostatic effects are not considered.

Fig. 16 shows the fraction of particles in the larger

size classes for the experiments ELS*. The amount of

aggregate mass increases with increasing collection ef-

ficiency from experiment ELS5 to ELS1. In the exper-

iment ELS1, almost all small particles are scavenged by

aggregates. The delay of particle aggregation onset at

the beginning of the eruption is shorter than in the REF

experiment, because it does not depend on the formation

of hydrometeors. The difference in the fractions of large

particles is almost entirely determined by the aggrega-

tion rate in the high concentration central rising zone, as

pointed out in the description in Section 4.1.

At times later than 40 min of simulation, particles do

not aggregate to a large degree, because the amount of



Fig. 16. Mass fractions of particles in the larger size classes during the

course of the simulations. The vertical line at 30 min indicates the end

of the eruption. Shown for the sensitivity studies ELS*.
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dry ash in the small particle classes is limited after the

eruptionTs end and because of the reasons discussed for

the REF experiment.

In Fig. 17 the mass fractions of erupted ash above a

certain height are plotted at 90 min simulation time.

The increased amount of particles contained in aggre-

gates leads to a strong decrease of the amount of small

particles suspended in the stratosphere at HNB. In the

experiment ELS1 only about 4% of the particles remain

in the stratosphere in contrast to about 13% in the REF

experiment. Although aggregation efficiencies are quite

different for the single experiments, and always higher

than in REF, the differences in the lower boundaries of

the fallout zones of the column heights are not. The

sizes of the aggregates, and thus their fall velocities are

only slightly larger than in the REF experiment, and

they increase only slightly from experiment ELS5 to

ELS1. Although a higher ash fraction is included in

aggregates particles, all of them have the same growth

probability. Non-linear particle aggregation, which
Fig. 17. Mass fractions of erupted ash above a certain height at 90 min

simulation time. The plume base level at 750 m and the tropopause at

17 km are indicated by horizontal lines. Shown for the sensitivity

experiments ELS*.
would promote the growth of single, larger particles

at the cost of others, is not affected. Thus, the size, and

fall speed of the aggregates do not change significantly.

These results are valid only in the case of invariant

electric fields and constant electric properties of aggre-

gating particles as assumed in our experiments. In

reality none of these remain constant, and thus, prefer-

ential particle growth might occur.

4.6. Size distribution of erupted particles

In this section, we examine the importance of the

initial size distribution of erupted particles on the aggre-

gation efficiency. We perform a sensitivity study called

ASK under the same conditions as in the REF experi-

ment except for the initial size distribution. Fig. 18

depicts the particle size distribution for the Askja D

ash estimated by Woods and Bursik (1991) (WB) as

an example for a Plinian eruption, and the gamma

functions used in ATHAM to represent this distribution.

The initial mean volume radii of ash in the small and the

large classes are 10 Am and 100 Am, respectively. The

smaller class contributes a mass fraction of 20%. Highly

efficient particle growth leads to the formation of milli-

meter-sized aggregates, as shown in Fig. 19.

The increased particle size in the larger class, and the

greater differences in the sizes and fall velocities be-

tween the two classes cause significantly enhanced

particle growth, because gravitational capture becomes

more efficient. Consequently, sedimentation is much

more pronounced than in the REF experiment. At the

end of the simulation, about 75% of the erupted mass is

deposited on the ground. The formation of two ash
Fig. 18. Particle size distribution of the Askja D ash. The log-norma

distribution given by WB (thin solid line) is shown. The two gamma

distributions (dashed and dotted lines) represent the particle size

distributions of the two ash classes used in ATHAM.
l



Fig. 19. Mean volume radii of particles in the large frozen mode (x–z

distribution) at locations with mass mixing ratios N5 g kg�1. Shown

at 30 min for the experiment ASK.
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zones is less obvious, and the stratospheric mass

amounts to about 5%. In addition, the enhanced sedi-

mentation reduces the horizontal expansion of the um-

brella cloud by 20 km compared to the REF

experiment, after 30 min of eruption. We conclude

that an extended knowledge of the initial particle size

distribution is crucially needed in order to assess the ash

dispersal during explosive volcanic eruptions.

4.7. Ambient conditions

The impact of the environmental conditions on the

eruption column’s geometry and height was investigat-

ed by Glaze and Baloga (1996), Glaze et al. (1997),

Woods (1993), Herzog (1998) and Graf et al. (1999)

Their studies revealed, that the column height is not

only determined by the composition and temperature of

the erupting material, or by its vent exit velocity. It also

depends on the actual meteorological conditions in the
Fig. 20. Atmospheric profiles for temperature and relative, and specific humi

the ambient conditions. The plume base level at 750 m is indicated by a ho
environment in terms of atmospheric stability and rel-

ative humidity. The latent heat release due to phase

changes of water contributes a considerable amount to

the eruption column’s total thermal energy and there-

fore influences its vertical evolution. This section con-

siders the effect of ambient conditions on ash

aggregation efficiency. We use various vertical profiles

for temperature and humidity in the background atmo-

sphere shown in Fig. 20, but leave the volcanic forcing

the same as in the REF experiment.

The experiments called SAS, SAW, MLS and

MLW reflect subarctic summer, subarctic winter,

mid-latitude summer and mid-latitude winter condi-

tions, respectively (McClatchey et al., 1972). The

subtropical ambient conditions of the REF (see Fig.

2), are modified in the experiments STH and STW,

where we increase the temperature and the humidity,

respectively, to simulate daily variations. In the exper-

iment TRO we increase both the temperature and the

humidity as in the previous two experiments, to re-

semble tropical conditions. Fig. 21 displays the mass

of condensed hydrometeors (liquid water+ ice) during

the course of the simulations. This hydrometeor mass

is in general accordance with the specific humidity in

the atmosphere in the experiments, although this is not

exactly true for subarctic and mid-latitudinal condi-

tions. Condensed hydrometeors still account only for a

few percent of the tephra mass in the Plinian eruption

cloud in our experiments, for all ambient conditions,

and quite dry aggregates develop. The amount of ice

is always about two orders of magnitude greater than

that of liquid water. Aggregation of water-coated par-

ticles is therefore insignificant, and we do not find an

impact of the availability of liquid water on aggrega-

tion efficiency.
dity (McClatchey et al., 1972) in the sensitivity experiments regarding

rizontal line. The legend is explained in the text.



Fig. 23. Mass fractions of erupted ash above a certain height at 90 min

simulation time, shown for the sensitivity studies about the ambient

conditions. The plume base level at 750 m and the tropopause at 17

km are indicated by horizontal lines.

Fig. 21. Mass of total liquid water and ice in the model during the

course of the simulations. The vertical line at 30 min indicates the end

of the eruption. Shown for the sensitivity studies regarding the

ambient conditions.
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Fig. 22 shows the fraction of particles in the larger

size classes during the course of the simulations. The

aggregation efficiency increases in the same sequence

as the amount of condensed hydrometeors in the erup-

tion column. It is strongest in the experiment TRO and

least effective in the experiment SAS. In contrast to the

REF experiment, aggregation persists to some degree in

the experiments SAW, MLW, MLS, and especially in

SAS, after the collapse of the eruption column at about

40 min simulation time. These experiments show less

efficient aggregation during the eruption, hence a

higher fraction of small particles is still available. In

addition, the stratosphere is warmer under subarctic and

mid-latitude conditions, leading to increased collection

efficiency of icy particles (see Section 4.4). Under the

higher relative humidities between 4 and 8 km (see Fig.

20), sublimation or evaporation of hydrometeors do not

occur, and aggregation of the settling particles occurs in

the lower troposphere (see also Section 4.1).
Fig. 22. Mass fractions of particles in the larger size classes during the

course of the simulations. The vertical line at 30 min indicates the end

of the eruption. Shown for the sensitivity studies regarding the

ambient conditions.
Fig. 23 shows the mass fractions of erupted ash

above a certain height at 90 min simulation time. All

curves show two ash layers: a stratospheric cloud of

small particles at HNB, and a broader fallout zone of

aggregated ash in the troposphere, as described in Sec-

tions 4.1 and 4.4. The altitudes of the HNBs increase

slightly with increasing specific humidity in the am-

bient atmosphere, but they are mainly determined by

the strong volcanic forcing. The HNBs are situated

between 20 and 23 km. Complex mutual dependen-

cies of macro-scale physical and microphysical quan-

tities complicate the interpretation of the results. The

stability and humidity of the atmosphere influences

dynamics and temperature distribution in the eruption

column. At the same time, the aggregation efficiency

is influenced, which determines ash fallout and the

structure of the flow in the vicinity of the eruption

column. It is not possible to assign individual micro-

physical effects to a single ambient parameter. The

effect of the ambient conditions depends on the

strength of the eruptions, and becomes less important

for stronger eruptions as shown in this study. We did

not find a large dependency of the aggregation effi-

ciency on the ambient conditions, except for the

experiment SAS. There, the limited availability of

condensed hydrometeors reduces aggregation, and

thus the separation of the two particle size classes.

The HNB is about 2 km lower containing a larger

fraction of non aggregated particles, and the fallout

zone is about 5 km higher than in REF. During

explosive volcanic eruptions with high columns, the

aggregation of frozen particles is highly dominant,

and the amount of ice determines the amount of

aggregation. It is enhanced at warmer stratospheric

temperatures, but the temperature dependence of icy

ash aggregates is not well established, see Section
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4.4, and awaits detailed investigation. In phreatomag-

matic eruptions with a much higher availability of

water we would assume a much more efficient par-

ticle aggregation.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The microphysics of hydrometeors and ash particles

in Plinian eruption columns has been studied through

numerical experiments with the ATHAM model. The

microphysical parameterizations we have imployed are

introduced and discussed in Paper I of this study. We

did not try to simulate a specific event, but chose

conditions typical for highly explosive eruptions. Our

experiments are meant to test extreme cases in order to

understand the sensitivity of the aggregation process to

individual parameters.

The aggregation of wet or icy ash due to gravitational

capture results in efficient aggregation and increases the

particle fall velocities. Two distinct layers of ash devel-

op in our experiments, caused by the separation of the

fine fraction (and gases) suspended at HNB from the

settling coarser particles. Separation is enhanced

through the scavenging of small particles by aggregation

from the upper layer, which leads to a density decrease

and, thus, to a secondary lifting of the HNB. This is

enhanced when the volcanic cloud is no longer fed from

below, after the end of the eruption. Thus, particle

aggregation influences the height and the residence

time of volcanic emissions in the stratosphere.

The total mass of tephra is about two orders of

magnitudes greater than that of condensed hydrome-

teors during Plinian eruptions. Hence, hydrometeor–ash

aggregates are rather dry, with ice fractions usually

lower than 10% by mass. Most condensed water is

frozen to ice in the eruption column, because of the

fast rise to regions well above freezing level, and

particles occur mainly as fairly dry, icy ash aggregates.

A low relative humidity in the lower troposphere as in

our simulations causes complete evaporation of hydro-

meteors. Thus, no traces of them will be observed in the

fallout deposits, although water and ice play a signifi-

cant role during the transport in the column. We only

find a weak influence of the atmospheric background

conditions on ash microphysics for the strong eruptions

in our experiments. Increased specific humidity in the

ambient atmosphere leads in general to enhanced ice

formation, which in turn slightly enhances aggregation.

The ice phase is highly dominant for all tested back-

ground atmospheres. Recent satellite observations of

volcanic clouds provide strong indirect evidence for

the presence of ice, as discussed in Paper I, but ex-
tremely high ice contents are necessary to distinguish

its signal from that of silicate particles in the plume.We

would expect more significant effects of the ambient

conditions on ash aggregation in the case of eruptions

containing very large amounts of water or ice in the

column, such as phreatomagmatic events, or in the case

of less violent eruptions with lower columns and warm-

er temperatures with higher amount of liquid water.

We assume in this study for the sake of computa-

tional efficiency that volcanic particles are always ac-

tive as condensation nuclei for liquid water and ice. We

tested our parameterization in a sensitivity study where

we reduced the threshold temperature for ice nucleation

by 158. The results are not modified significantly,

because the temperatures are well below this threshold

in most regions of the eruption column in our simula-

tions. However, the nucleation capacity of fresh volca-

nic ash has not yet been characterized by in situ or

laboratory observations.

Gravitational capture becomes more efficient for

greater differences in the sizes and fall velocities be-

tween the two size classes, thus causing significantly

enhanced particle growth. Eruptions with identical mass

eruption rates but contrasting particle size distributions

can result in completely different ash–hydrometeor dis-

tributions in the atmosphere. More detailed information

on the erupted particle size distribution, which is very

sparse to date, would be desirable. The availability of

hydrometeors at the particlesT surfaces, determines the

collection efficiency and thus particle growth.Wet ash

particles have a higher sticking capacity than icy ones.

Aggregation is thus most efficient within the column

where limited regions of liquid water exist and where

particle concentrations are very high. Our simplified

experiments show an influence of the temperature

also on the aggregation efficiency of ice-covered parti-

cles. Warmer stratospheric temperatures favor icy-ash

aggregation. First studies considering the salinity

effects show an increase in the amount of total water

and ice, and of the liquid water fraction, thus increasing

aggregation efficiency. The existence of a quasi-liquid

layer at the particles’ surface (Faraday, 1859) might act

in the same direction, but the characteristics of such a

layer remain highly uncertain (Pruppacher and Klett,

1997). Our results show also that the particle morphol-

ogy is a key parameter for ash aggregation, because it

determines the amount of hydrometeors available as

adhesive for aggregate formation. These results indicate

the need for research on surface properties and the

porosity of volcanic particles, especially at low tem-

peratures. Many uncertainties exist about the stability of

ash aggregates. The parameterization in this study does
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not include breakup processes. Large aggregates may

be destroyed due to hydrodynamic instabilities during

settling or due to collision with other particles, as in the

breakup of large raindrops. Water evaporation in the

relatively dry lower troposphere leads to drying of

settling particles, and this may enhance the breakup

rate of aggregates.

We investigated the potential importance of electro-

static forces on ash aggregation. Since the ATHAM

model does not provide any information on electric

fields during the eruption, we varied the collection

efficiencies for small, dry ash, for which these forces

are most significant, in a series of sensitivity experi-

ments. The experiments show that electrostatics strong-

ly increase the aggregation of small particles, and that

the degree of aggregation is highly sensitive to the

choice of the electrostatic collection efficiency. In our

study, all particles have the same growth probability,

non-linear particle aggregation, which would promote

the growth of single, larger particles at the cost of

others, is not affected by electrostatic aggregation.

The sizes, fall speeds, and thus the sedimentation pat-

tern, do not change significantly. This result is valid for

invariable electric fields and constant electric properties

of the aggregating particles. We believe that in reality

none of these will remain constant, and therefore, more

efficient preferential particle growth might occur. Our

study provides however an initial assessment of the

microphysical effects of the electrostatic aggregation

mechanism.

Very little data exist for particle properties within

eruption columns. In this exploratory study we have

therefore used simple parameterizations for ash aggre-

gation which should reflect the range of possible

values, see also the discussion in Section 5 of Paper I

about the limitations of our parameterization.We have

identified important processes controlling the particle

scavenging efficiency and the parameters, which deter-

mine these processes. Our assumptions and results will

need to be rigorously tested against laboratory and in

situ data in order to reduce the uncertainty about par-

ticle microphysics within Plinian eruption columns.
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